
Video Games and Test 

Scores



Question 

Will playing 30 minutes of video games help us get higher scores on our 5 

minute timed addition fact tests?



Purpose

Our guiding question of this project is: Will 30 minutes of playing video games 

affect our scores on timed tests. We chose this project because we all like playing 

video games and we all want to get better at our timed tests while having fun with 

schoolwork.We are trying to accomplish getting good scores and to enjoy school 

work better.This will not solve any world problems… but this can maybe solve bad 

grades.  :)



Hypothesis

If we play 30 minutes of video games, then we believe that our 

scores will increase because most video games include math, 

and we are doing math timed tests. Also,because when you play 

video games you using your brain and your brain is already 

warmed up.



Background Research 

So what we found during background research “is that a recent study shows that regular kid gamers scored 

higher than average in math reading and science,” We also found that students who spend more time in gaming 

have done better math. Some video games could sharpen math, reading, and science but some media reduces 

test scores. Did you know that some video games have math? Those video games that have math could make your 

brain more efficient and also some of your school skills more efficient. In one study, half a class played video 

games for 30 minutes and the other half of the class did not play video games. The half that did not the play 

video games scored lower than the other half that did  play video games. We also found that the regular IQ for a 

10 year old is 100 and a person that plays video games has an average IQ of 112 so playing video games might 

help with intelligence but videos games can also negatively affect your brain with memory and vision.It also is 

true that kids improved problem solving skills and eye coordination from video games but kids that play violent 

video games might act more aggressively.Also, video games can sometimes be good to play.Finally someone once 

said that video games and life should be equal with each other.

Resources in bibliography.



Variables

-The test variable of our experiment is if we play video games or not before 

doing a math time test for five minutes.

-The outcome variable of our experiment is the score of the time tests. 

-The constant variable of our experiment is doing two 100 question addition 

time test for five minutes.



Materials

The materials we will be using for this project will be…

● 100 question time tests and pencils 
● Gaming console 
● 3 xbox controllers
● Gang beast disc (xbox video game)
● Computer for 30/5 minute timer

 



Procedure

1. We will set a 5 minute timer.
2. Next we will take a time test.
3. Then we will grade the test and record our scores. 
4. Then we need to play 30 minutes of Beast Gang. 
5. Next we will take another time test.
6. Then we will grade the test and record the scores.
7. We then compare the scores to see if the video games made a difference.
8. We will repeat this 3 times each.
9. Last we will see which is the best.

That will be the procedure for our project.



Data From Subject 1

Trail 1 Trail 2 Trail 3 Average

With VG

79 81 76 78.66
Without VG

72 78 67 72.33



Graph for Subject 1



Data From Subject 2

Tr 1 Tr 2 Tr 3 Avg

With VG 75 80 76 77

Without VG 83 80 92 85



Graph for Subject 2



Data From Subject 3

Tr 1 Tri 2 Tri 3 AVG

With vg 96/100 100/100 94/100 96.66

Without vg 96/100 72/100 80/100 82.66



Graph for Subject 3



Abstract 

In our experiment,  we will investigate the question-Will playing 30 minutes 

of video games help us get higher scores on our 5 minute timed addition fact 

tests? We will  et a 5 min timer, take a timed test, play 30 mins of Beast 

Gang, take another timed test, and then see which is the best.The results 

were that the game did seem to help with the timed tests! So, that means 

our hypothesis was correct! That will be our project for the year we had lots 

of fun with this. It turns out that video games really do help with timed 

tests!



Conclusion

Our hypothesis for our experiment is that the scores will improve on a math time test because  when you play 
video games you are using your brain and when you do work your brain will be already warmed up.Our hypothesis 
is supported by our graphs because overall we got better scores after playing video games, even though not every 
subject improved their scores with video games. The results of our experiment were successful because we now 
know that video games can help our brains on addition tests. One thing we would want to change about our 
experiment is to take more time between the tests, testing on more people and different grades, using a different 
video game, and doing more trials with different skills. We would also like to replicate this experiment with a 
higher amount of time on the timer for the math time test and a lower amount of time of playing video games to 
see if the has an effect.

Something we thought of later is that we might have gotten higher scores from practicing so much and taking 
tests over and over again. Maybe next time we can design our experiment around the variables we did not think 
of this time! 
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